Purpose: This work proposes a new reliable computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) system for the diagnosis of breast cancer from breast ultrasound (BUS) images. The system can be useful to reduce the number of biopsies and pathological tests, which are invasive, costly, and often unnecessary. Methods: The proposed CAD system classifies breast tumors into benign and malignant classes using morphological and textural features extracted from breast ultrasound (BUS) images. The images are first preprocessed to enhance the edges and filter the speckles. The tumor is then segmented semiautomatically using the watershed method. Having the tumor contour, a set of 855 features including 21 shape-based, 810 contour-based, and 24 textural features are extracted from each tumor. Then, a Bayesian Automatic Relevance Detection (ARD) mechanism is used for computing the discrimination power of different features and dimensionality reduction. Finally, a logistic regression classifier computed the posterior probabilities of malignant vs benign tumors using the reduced set of features. Results: A dataset of 104 BUS images of breast tumors, including 72 benign and 32 malignant tumors, was used for evaluation using an eightfold cross-validation. The algorithm outperformed six state-of-the-art methods for BUS image classification with large margins by achieving 97.12% accuracy, 93.75% sensitivity, and 98.61% specificity rates. Conclusions: Using ARD, the proposed CAD system selects five new features for breast tumor classification and outperforms state-of-the-art, making a reliable and complementary tool to help clinicians diagnose breast cancer.
INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the second fatal disease in women, 1 and its early diagnosis is important for longer patient survival. 2, 3 Breast cancer diagnostic techniques include clinical examination, medical imaging, and biopsy. Among the imaging methods, ultrasonography is usually utilized due to its advantages such as being real-time and cost-effective, not using ionizing radiation, and showing high sensitivity in dense tissues. Despite its advantages, the noisy nature of ultrasound images and the overlapping features of benign and malignant masses lead to difficulties in diagnosis. Therefore, usually, performing a biopsy is the most accurate diagnostic method. However, since only 10-30% of the biopsies are malignant, reducing unnecessary biopsies is highly desirable. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Computer-aided diagnosis systems are a candidate for this purpose.
Using CAD systems for breast cancer has five stages: preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, feature selection, and classification. In breast ultrasound (BUS) image preprocessing, the contrast between the lesion region and the background should be increased (image enhancement). Some specific preprocessing methods are capable of reducing speckle without destroying the important features of BUS images (speckle reduction). 1, 3, [9] [10] [11] Lesion region is separated from the background and other tissue structures through segmentation. 1, 2 In the literature, tumor segmentation has been done automatically, 6, 12, 13 semiautomatically, 11, 14, 15 or manually by the radiologist. 16, 17 Two main types of features are extracted for BUS image analysis; morphological and textural features. Morphological features represent local characteristics of the tumor lesion and are used to quantitate malignancy using shape, contour,or boundary characteristics. [1] [2] [3] 5, 11, 18 Textural features explain internal echo patterns and the composition of the encompassing tissues and are selected from the original or preprocessed images. [1] [2] [3] 5, 6, 11 For feature extraction, Genetic algorithm, 19 mutual information, 11 statistical tests, 20 Relief and FOCUS techniques 21 have been utilized for breast ultrasound images. Breast tumor classification in ultrasound images has been done using linear classifiers (linear discriminant analysis, logistic regression), artificial neural networks, Bayesian neural networks, decision tree, support vector machine, and template matching. [1] [2] [3] Table I summarizes some of the characteristics of the techniques used in the literature in a chronological order.
Morphological and textural features and their combination have been compared based on their discrimination power in classification, without a clear conclusion. For instance, Alvarenga et al. 25 studied 7 morphological and 20 textural features and concluded that the combination can be useful. Using 26 morphological and 1465 textural features, Gomez et al. 11 concluded that using morphological features alone results in a better classification. A wide range of morphological, 12, 14, 17, 26, 27, 30, 31 textural features, 5, [32] [33] [34] or their combinations 6, 19, 26, 35 have been used. Despite the broad range of existing methods, each implementing a distinctive form of feature sets, an amalgamation of information of these feature groups has not been studied. In this study, we elaborate different morphological/textural features and their derivations to evaluate their differentiation ability in a single framework. We also introduce a new combined category of features using information of shape and gray-level values of the boundary. Finally, we apply an automatic approach for finding an effective feature set that successfully classifies tumors into malignant and benign classes. Our method identifies the most clinically relevant features for diagnosis, which is in contrast to methods that use convolutional networks [36] [37] [38] to learn highly discriminative features that can be extracted from the entire image area and can be hard to interpret. These methods require large datasets to avoid overfitting.
We propose a reliable CAD system to identify breast tumor types. After a preprocessing and semiautomatic segmentation, the ROI is determined automatically. A pool of features containing both morphological and textural features is calculated. Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) 39 is used for feature selection that removes subjective interpretations and provides a sound data-driven approach to study the effect of feature combination. Finally, we introduce a new set of textural features based on morphology with a high discrimination power in tumor classification. Using the new set of features, the tumors are diagnosed in each image in a dataset of 104 breast tumor BUS images. We follow the naming provided by a subcommittee of the Japan Association of Breast and Thyroid Sonology. 40 As shown in Fig. 1 , the area including contour, margin, and the periphery of the tumor is called the boundary zone, where, the contour is the plane between the tumor and the tissue around it, the margin is the peripheral part of the tumor adjacent to the contour and periphery is the surrounding area of the tumor.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the details of the dataset and the proposed method. In Section 3, experimental results are explained. The discussion and conclusion are drawn in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The dataset used in the study includes 104 BUS images of 72 benign and 32 malignant breast tumors, which belonged to three grades (I, II, III) and were divided into these invasive types: ductal, mucinous, and tubular, lobular carcinomas. Most cases were invasive ductal carcinoma in grade II. To The rest of this section explains the proposed CAD system consisting of preprocessing, segmentation, and extraction of the region of interest, feature extraction, and classification of the breast US images.
2.A. Preprocessing
Speckles resulting from the interaction of ultrasonic waves with tissue degrade the quality of Ultrasound (US) images. Preprocessing US images should enhance edge information and suppress speckle efficiently while preserving lesion boundaries and structure details. Hence, it includes two steps of contrast enhancement and speckle filtering. We used Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) technique 41 for contrast enhancement and removed the speckles with anisotropic diffusion filtering. 9 The parameters used for the CLAHE technique and speckle filtering were the default MATLAB values and those used in Gomez et al., 9 respectively.
2.B. Segmentation
Tumor contours can be delineated manually or automatically. However, the details of the contour may be eliminated in manual delineation, particularly in malignant tumors. This information is important when morphological features are extracted. Existing computerized segmentation algorithms cannot always provide the required accuracy, especially in complex lesion boundaries. 9, 13, 42 To address these limitations, we propose a combination of manual and computerized approaches to improve segmentation.
We first use watershed to extract the contour of each tumor by using MATLAB software. Initially, three contours are generated corresponding to three values of the hyperparameter of constraint Gaussian function, which scales the contour by 2, 2.2, and 2p and generates the most visually accurate contours using the method presented in Gomez et al. 9 Next, an expert radiologist verifies the most accurate segmentation from the set of generated contours for each tumor and manually corrects them with Didger5 software 43 (see Fig. 2 ). Medical Physics, 45 (9), September 2018
2.C. ROI extraction
In the literature, the area around the tumor is removed manually before preprocessing to reduce the computational burden. However, we propose to remove these areas after determination of the tumor contour. Doing this has two benefits: first, the information in the surrounding area can help in drawing the tumor contour. Second, all tumor ROIs are extracted automatically and are, therefore, more consistent.
To eliminate nontumor-associated areas in the image, an external tumor contour is specified using a morphological dilation operator by a disk structuring element with 30 pixels' radius [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Then a circumscribed rectangle (the smallest rectangle containing the external contour) is obtained [ Fig. 3(c) ], and the image is cropped according to the rectangle.
2.D. Feature extraction
Benign tumors have more regular shapes compared to malignant ones. Most of the benign tumors have round or ellipsoid shapes with smooth and well-defined contours and homogeneous internal echoes. Malignant tumors have heterogeneous internal echoes, branch patterns, irregular and blurred boundaries, and ill-defined contours. To use the mentioned characteristics for classification of tumors, usually shapes, tumor surroundings, and internal echo patterns are modeled, which are expressed as morphological and textural features. 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 14, 44 In this section, we investigate these two categories of features and extend contour-based features by introducing signatures. We also apply a novel boundary extraction method and use morphology-based textural features to discriminate malignant breast tumors. Morphology-based textural features, called textural features in this paper for simplicity, employ a combination of morphology and texture to extract comprehensive information from the tumor boundary. Figure 4 depicts the categorization of features used for classification in this study.
In the sequel, we discuss details of the implemented features.
2.D.1. Morphological features
By morphological features in this paper, we refer to two categories: shape-based features extracted from 2D masks, and contour-based features extracted from one-dimensional (1D) signatures. For extraction of shape-based features, a binary image of the tumor shape in two dimensions is used Shape features: Twenty-one shape-based features that are most frequently used for breast tumor diagnosis are implemented (for details see Table S1 in Appendix A).
Contour features: Contour-based features are derived from a 1D representation of the tumor contour, called a signature. Signatures based on radial distance and complex coordinates [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] We use nine signatures in total. Spatial and frequency information (i.e., Fourier descriptors and their statistics) is then extracted from these signatures (see Fig. 6 ). The explanation of these signatures is provided in Appendix B.
To extract spatial information from signatures, the values of mean, standard deviation, smoothness index, roughness index, and zero crossings 14, 54 are calculated for four real signatures consisting of radial distance, farthest point distance, farthest point angle, and triangle area function. For radial distance signature, area ratio 11, 14 is also calculated. In this step, 21 spatial information-based contour features are extracted.
Next, to study the frequency information of the contour, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is used. For this purpose, the number of points representing each signature, that is, signature vector size, is normalized and its DFT coefficients are used as features. Since for a better performance of DFT, the signature vector size should be a power of two, the contour points have to be sampled before contour signature generation. 51 Let N denote the signature vector size achieved by eight connectivity contour-tracing procedures 61 and L ¼ 2 7 ¼ 128 denote the number of desirable points after sampling. Also, let P be the perimeter of the tumor contour. The sampled points are equidistant on the contour, so each two successive points are in P=L distance from each other (on the contour). 53 The coefficients of DFT, called Fourier descriptors, represent the contour in the frequency domain. It can be proven that these Fourier descriptors are invariant to translation, rotation, and scale. Proofs are included in Appendix C.
We collectively computed 762 Fourier descriptors from the nine mentioned signatures. Additionally, for each of them, mean, variance, and entropy are computed, leaving 27 statistical features (810 contour-based features in total). Overall, 831 morphological features consisting of 21 shape-based and 810 contour-based features were extracted from each image (see Fig. 4 ).
2.D.2 Textural features
Features based on the mean gray-level differences inside and outside of the contour have been used for studying tumor boundaries in tumor-type classification.
1,2,17,30,31,62-66 However, more comprehensive textural features extracted from the vicinity of the contour can increase the accuracy of tumor classification. For this propose, for each BUS image such as Fig. 7(a) , we construct a boundary band around the contour of the tumor in Fig. 7(b) . The band is then unrolled into a new image. The directional and textural information of this image is extracted by a Gabor filter bank. The entropies of filtered images are then calculated and used as the textural features. Steps of calculations involved here are presented in a more detail in the following sections.
To investigate the tumor boundary area, Sahiner et al. [67] [68] [69] introduced the rubber band straightening transform (RBST) that maps a band of pixels surrounding the mass onto the Medical Physics, 45 (9), September 2018
Cartesian plane (a rectangular region), according to the directions of lines normal to the tumor contour. Their algorithm comprises of three main steps: (a) edge enumeration, (b) normal computation, and (c) computation of RBST pixel values (see Fig. 8 ).
Despite its proven effectiveness, Sahiner's algorithm fails to provide a uniform sampling of the boundary information for irregular contours. This happens due to the simplistic way of finding normals to the contour, which is prone to error at irregular parts of the boundary like tumor edges [see Fig. 9(a) ].
To overcome the limitation of Sahiner's algorithm, we propose morphology-based RBST (MBRBST) method that generates the internal and external contours of the tumor [ Fig. 9(b) ], using a 10-pixel radius disk structure element for morphological erosion and dilation, respectively [ Fig. 10(a) ]. After determining the contours, an equal number of points are sampled on each (we used the number of external contour points, N, as the number of sampling points), which are then correspondingly connected by N connecting lines [ Fig. 10(b) ]. Next, the image intensity is sampled at 15 equidistant locations selected on each of the connecting lines [ Fig. 10(c) ]. Since the selected locations are not exactly at the center of the pixels, they are approximated by centers of pixel they are on, [see Fig. 10(d) ]. The sampled intensity levels are sorted from the innermost point (on the internal contour) to the outermost point (on the external contour) in a vector for each connecting line. The resulting N vectors are then stored in a 15 9 N matrix that represents the corresponding rectangular MBRBST image for the tumor [ Fig. 10(e) ].
The extracted rubber band consists of shape and texture information that help in classification of tumors. Four sample BUS images, including two malignant and two benign tumors, with parts of their MBRBST images, are shown in Fig. 11 . It is seen that MBRBST images well delineate the irregularities of tumors and can, therefore, discriminate their malignancy. Gabor filters are used for the detection of directional elements [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] in image processing, such as classification and edge detection. In BUS images, these filters are frequently used for prepossessing and speckle reduction. 1, 2, 10, 11, 76 In this study, we use 24 Gabor filters with different scales and directions (see Appendix D for details). The Gabor filter bank is applied to each MBRBST image and the entropy of each filtered image is calculated, generating 24 features. With the 831 morphologic features from the previous steps, the total number of 855 features is generated for each image (see Fig. 4 ).
2.E. Feature selection and classification
To improve the classification performance and avoid overfitting, features with irrelevant information must be removed. In the literature of breast tumor classification, features are selected prior to classification. Therefore, not all features are used in the classification. In the present study, however, we rely on a joint feature selection and classification mechanism. Specifically, we use sparse logistic regression (SLR), 77 which is a Bayesian logistic regression method, implementing ARD. Using ARD, the SLR classifier prunes a large set of input features to a sparse set of most discriminative features deriving the classification. The details of the sparse classifier are explained in Appendix E.
RESULTS

3.A. Experimental design
We used MATLAB for preprocessing, feature extraction, classification and segmentation, and Didger5 for correcting manual delineations. A dataset of 104 real BUS images was used and overall 855 features were extracted from each image. To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we performed an eightfold cross-validation protocol, where 91 images were used for both feature selection and training, and the remaining 13 images were used for testing and validation. In each fold, leave-one-out experiments were applied on the training set to select the most relevant (discriminant) features. In each experiment, an 855-dimensional weight vector indicating the discrimination powers of all features is generated by the SLR. This process is repeated until all images in the training set are tested, 26 generating 91 weight vectors. Next, we find the most discriminant features, whose corresponding weights are nonzero for at least 80% of the leave-one-out experiments. We then use these selected features for classification of the test set. To ensure that the selected features are not coincidental, we altered the order of features randomly for 10 times. We observed that the SLR selected the same features exactly, indicating that they are genuinely relevant to the classification.
A confusion matrix 78 was generated by comparing the results of the proposed classification algorithm with the Confusion matrix. Confusion matrix comprised true positives (TP), that is, the number of malignant tumors correctly recognized as malignant; true negatives (TN), that is, the number of benign tumors correctly recognized as benign; false 
3.B. Evaluation of the proposed method
Based on the corresponding weights, features F138, F180, F441 (from Fourier descriptors features) and F833, F837 features (from Textural features) were selected in every eight experiments of cross-validation and were, therefore, used for measuring classification performance. The descriptions of these features are as follows:
• F138: The 98th normalized Fourier descriptor jFD 98 j jFD 1 j of the complex coordinates signature.
• F180: The 14th normalized Fourier descriptor jFD 14 j jFD 1 j of the polar coordinates signature.
• F441: The 20th normalized Fourier descriptor jFD 20 j jFD 0 j of the farthest point angle signature.
• F834: Entropy of the output of the 3rd Gabor filter (with scale s ¼ 1 and direction d ¼ 3) for MBRBST image.
• F838: Entropy of the output of the 7th Gabor filter (with scale s ¼ 2 and direction d ¼ 3) for MBRBST image.
The classification performance using the SLR algorithm applied on various categories of features are presented in Table II . Each row in this table shows a different subset of input features and the classification performance using the features selected by ARD. The feature definitions are given in Table S2 in Appendix F.
According to Table II: • Combining textural and morphological features and using the whole 855 features gives the best performance.
• The performance of textural features is better than morphological features, when only one category is used.
• Morphological shape-based and contour-based features have similar performances.
• When using only contour-based features, the performance of frequency information is better than spatial information.
• Fourier descriptors result in a more accurate classification compared to statistical features. Also, using a combination of these features results in a lower performance compared to using Fourier descriptors only. The proposed boundary extraction algorithm (MBRBST) was also compared to Sahiner's (RBST) and conventional ROI extraction algorithms in terms of their impact on the classification results. For each region extracted by these methods, 24 filtered images were generated by Gabor bank and their entropies were used for classification. The evaluation metrics are defined in the Experimental design subsection. As shown in Table III , morphology-based textural features created by MBRBST outperform the two other methods. This indicates that the textural and morphological information embedded in the MBRBST features makes them more effective than pure textural features that are derived from conventional ROIs.
We now compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the six most related algorithms in the literature. Brief summaries of the selected classification methods and the features employed for each of them are included in Table IV .
Since the imaging dataset used for evaluating the selected methods were not publicly available, we evaluated them using our own dataset in this paper. Table V represents the results of leave-one-out cross-validations for all methods. We also calculated the area under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve, AUC, as a common measure in the context of CAD systems. 79 As seen in Table V , the proposed method outperforms all the selected methods of the literature. However, we remind that the differences between the performances of the methods from the literature on their original and our dataset can be due to the differences in the levels of difficulty of image databases and/or segmentation methods used.
DISCUSSION
In this study, a dataset of 104 BUS images (72 benign and 32 malignant tumors) was first collected. The images were then segmented through a computerized method followed by a manual delineation carried out by a radiologist. For each tumor, 21 (2D) shape-based, 810 contour-based, and 24 textural features were extracted. Contour-based features are derived from nine (seven new and two existing) signatures that are 1D contour representations. The textural features in this work are derived by unfolding the narrow band that surrounds the tumor boundary, applying the Gabor filter bank to the unfolded image, and computing the entropies. The latter depend on the morphology of the tumor as unfolding more irregular tumor boundaries often results in more directional and complex textures. Hence, the computed entropies are referred to as morphology-based textural features in this work. An SLR classifier, incorporating ARD, was used to automatically select the five most discriminative features for classification. Removing the irrelevant features using ARD prevents the overfitting issue often seen in supervised learning. 77, 80 Based on Table II , the selected features include three Fourier descriptors from complex, polar, and farthest point angle signatures, as well as two entropies from the Gabor filters.
The textual features obtained from the proposed MBRBST method had a better classification performance than those obtained from the conventional ROI extraction and RBST methods. This indicates that the proposed amalgamation of morphological information in the textural features results in a more discriminative power. The consistent classification of the images obtained from three different sonography machines suggests that the performance of the proposed textural features can be independent from machine settings. An additional analysis to confirm this claim would involve a comparison of the results from each of the devices separately. This was, however, not possible at the time of writing this paper due to the small number of images. Moreover, it is noticeable that the proposed method is at an advantage to the other methods because this dataset was used in its development; even though cross-validation was used, this still biases performance in favor of the proposed method.
The proposed method is limited in using a fixed diameter for tumor boundary band extraction, impeding applications of MBRBST to tumors with a minimal size. A line of future work is to consider an adaptive method for tumor boundary extraction. Experimental results in Table II show that a combination of Fourier descriptors and their statistical features results in lower accuracies compared to using Fourier descriptors only. This is due to SLR's limited ability to select all relevant features when a large combination of features is being used. To alleviate this issue, incorporation of other classifiers alongside ARD can be considered. In addition, larger and more balanced datasets, and employing neural networks for feature extraction may increase the classification accuracy.
Three of the most frequently misclassified images were investigated and discussed with an expert radiologist. Accordingly, our false negatives have high malignancy risks and the false positive turned out to have low malignancy risks. To obviate these faults and to improve our algorithm, we propose combining imaging signs with the patient metadata (i.e., age, ethnicity, genomics, smoking habits, etc.), which can be important for diagnosis. The proposed CAD systems are a complementary tool that can only aid the radiologists to conclude their diagnosis.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a CAD system for classification of benign and malignant tumors in 104 BUS images and compared the effectiveness of different features for classification. Tumors were delineated using a semisupervised method to ensure a good quality in segmentation results. To classify each image, various forms of morphological and textural information were collected. From the segmented tumor 2D masks, 21 shapebased features were constructed. Next, 810 contour-based features were generated from seven new and two existing tumor signatures (1D contour representations). A novel technique was proposed to unfold tumor boundary bands into images from which, by applying Gabor filters and computing entropies, 24 textural features were extracted (making a total of 855 features). We used a Bayesian extension of logistic regression with ARD mechanism for joint feature selection and classification. The selected features comprise three Fourier descriptors from complex, polar, and farthest point angle signatures, as well as two textural features. The proposed method achieved 97.12% accuracy, 93.75% sensitivity, and 98.61% specificity, outperforming the state-of-the-art methods applied on our images.
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